





Open Access and Plan S for Researchers
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bit.ly/2pG4Ycl
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Open Science policy in Europe
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European Commission (2016)
OI involve more stakeholders
in the innovation process
OS facilitate more open 
research via digital tools 
OW support more societal
impact & collaboration 
both in and outside Europe
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What is Open Science?
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Masuzzo & Martens (2017) | FOSTER Taxonomy of Open Science
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Why do Open Science?
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● opens access to research
● increases discoverability
● increases (social) impact
● facilitates reproducibility
● shares & saves resources
 > be ‘as open as possible’!
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What’s wrong with scholarly publishing?
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Buranyi (2017)
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Closed versus Open Access
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● subscriptions to journals
● closed access for library
● paid access for all others
● free access for all to read
● draft version in repository
● final version in the journal
O’Neill (2018) | Paywall the Movie
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Key Issues in Open Access
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● full v hybrid journals
● immediate v delayed
● copyright & licensing
● green v gold v diamond
● APCs & read/publish




Main issues for early-career researchers
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O’Neill & Storti (2018) | O’Neill & Hnátková (2018) | O’Neill & Schroijen (2018)
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Open Access via Plan S
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Plan S
● cOAlition S behind Plan S
● national research funders
● research publishing policy
● all articles in Open Access
● access is full & immediate
● 10 principles to implement
● deadline is 01 January 2021
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Funders of Plan S
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Plan S Funders
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Ambassadors of Plan S
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Plan S Ambassadors
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Initial reactions to Plan S
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EUA (2018) | LERU (2018) | STM (2018) | Kamerlin et al (2018)
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Early-career researchers on Plan S
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Eurodoc (2018) |  Eurodoc (2019)
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10 principles of Plan S
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10 Principles of Plan S
(1) authors/institutions retain
copyright & default CC BY
(2) robust requirements for 
quality journals/platforms
(3) incentives & support to
develop journals/platforms 
(4) fees covered by funders/
institutions not researchers
(5) diversity of business models
& transparent standard fees 
(6) alignment of policies &
strategies for transparency
(7) recognition that more
time is needed for books
(8) hybrid models allowed via 
transformative agreements
(9) funders will monitor &
sanction (non-)compliance
(10) funders will assess research
on intrinsic merit of works
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Implementation of Plan S
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Implementation of Plan S
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Learn more about Open Science!
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Eurodoc Open Science Ambassador Training
